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Scholarly Communications: Projects Overview
Current or Completed Projects:       
o Cornell – arXiv.org + Word 2007 (and repository interoperability via SWORD)  
o MIT / Broad Institute – Authoring (Word 2007) + data for research reproducibility 
o MSR – CMT++  interoperability with data + metadata transfer/exchange (conference 
management tool enhancements)     
o LiveLabs – eJournal publishing online service (community publishing tool)
o UC San Diego / PLoS – Semantic mark‐up of scholarly articles (+ submission)










o Creative Commons Add‐in for Office 2007 – evolving the Word 2003 effort                   
o University  of Southampton (UK) – Port ePrints Repository Software for installation on the 
Windows platform
o University of Manchester / “MyExperiment” Project – social networking for scientists 
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Version 1 available now:
via drag & drop  canvas













Beta 2 available now:
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http://research.microsoft.com/ric/
RIC Framework – Personal Portal
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RIC Framework – Project Portal
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RIC Framework – Project Portal
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eJournal Editorial Workbench
Module for the Research Information Centre         
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Creative Commons Web API       
to create new licenses
Relationships: license information stored       
as RDF XML within the document OOXML
Source code and binary:
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Source code and binary:
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deposit via SWORD   
R l ti hi ORE
Structure: Read, convert,  and 
author NLM XML documents 
e a ons ps:   
Resource Map creation
Relationships: Citation lookup
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Chem4Word ‐ Chemistry Drawing in Word
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Markup Language
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and custom ASPNet controls    .
Flexible data model enables 
many scenarios and can be 
l d deasi y exten e  over time  
Version 1 available now:
A semantic computing platform to store and 
expose relationships between digital assets
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 Based on open standards
(entities, relationships) 
 RDFs for new data models
       
 SQL Server and Developer 
tools available via Dreamspark
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ssues.  We re a ways n  requ rements gat er ng mo e
– Email us directly at scholar@microsoft.com with questions and ideas
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http://www microsofttranslator com/AddIn aspx
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Discovery & Visualization Tools
• NodeXL
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sponsored by MSR since 1999
• Peer‐reviewing of academic 
conferences/workshops
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